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Without the brain to recognize, 

organize and assign meaning to the 

visual information encoded by the 

retina … no sight

light



How are photons formed?
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http://solarscience.msfc.nasa.gov/interior.shtml

source

It takes ~100,000 years for gamma 

rays that escape from the suns core 

to take their ‘drunken walk’ to the 

suns surface or photosphere.



Charged particles—such as electrons and 

protons—create electromagnetic fields when they 

move, and these fields transport the type of energy 

we call electromagnetic radiation, or light. 

Artist rendition of charged particles from the sun streaming toward Earth's magnetosphere. Credit: NASA

Charged particles streaming towards earth

λ
http://www.rmcybernetics.com/science/physics/electromagnetism_intro_electromagnetic_waves.htm

Photons that escaped from the suns 

photosphere  are  moving charges that travel 
through the vacuum of space by generating 
fluctuating electromagnetic fields. They are 

measured by their wavelength. 

EM Spectrum
From Highest Energy Gamma Rays 

to Lowest Energy Radio Waves

Shorter wavelength = Higher Frequency/Energy



a changing 

electric field creates a magnetic field, but a changing 

magnetic field also creates an electric field. This results in 

an electromagnetic wave which can propagate through 

empty space. 

λ
http://www.rmcybernetics.com/science/physics/electromagnetism_intro_electromagnetic_waves.htm
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100,000 years and 8 minutes later 

we have LIGHT…now what?



Some UVR, 

Visible 

Light, 

Infrared 

and Radio 

Waves 

Reach the 

Earths 

Surface

lightmatter





The eye must be the correct length

The most active 
muscles in your 
body are the 
muscles that move 
your eyes.

Fun Facts

The surface tissue 
of your cornea (the 
epithelium) is one 
of the quickest 
healing tissues in 
your body

Fun Facts



Visual field of the fovea is twice the width of a thumbnail!



The visual information contained in light reaches the retina where its 

energy will be transduced into electrical nerve impulses by the our light 

sensitive cells called photoreceptors. 

ROD CONE

photoreceptors

120 Million

Scoptopic

6 Million

Photoopic

 Red 64%

 Green 32%

 Blue 2%

10 million 

Cone Distribution in Retina

Based on measured response curves



The visual system is a complex interaction of 
sensory cells, nerves, and the brain.

Vision is one of our most 

important, most complex, and 

most incredibly designed of all our 

senses. 

Over 70% of our entire brain has 

connections to the visual system. 

we see with our

brain
Organizes

Interprets

Assigns meaning



sight is always adapting

Practiced action gamers become 58 percent better at perceiving fine 

differences in contrast!



Lack of fusion
results in lack of stereopsis 

the ability to see in 3D.

depth perception

http://visionhelp.wordpress.com/2011/04/26/new-scientific-evidence-for-amblyopia-treatment-two-eyes-are-better-than-one/



distance cues

binocular cues – 2 eyes
• convergence more = closer

• retinal disparity more = further

distance cues

monocular cues – 1 eye
• Size

• Texture

• Overlap

• Shading

• Height

• Clarity

http://psych.fullerton.edu/mbirnbaum/psych101/perception/
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Opponent Theory

opponent neurons 

when one of the pair is 

excited  the other is inhibited

BLUE YELLOW GREEN DARK LIGHTRED

Color Enhancement in Lenses

Making Colors POP!

About Color Confusion



These four squares are all actually moving at the 

same speed. Your eye has more trouble 

distinguishing the blue from the black, so the blue 

squares appear to be moving in a jerky fashion.

perception constants

size



shape

brightness

gestalt theory



Things which are closer together will be seen as 

belonging together. 

1  2 3  4

The tendency to see groups from 
shared characteristics

Elements moving in the same direction are perceived as 

a group more than those which are a steady group 

because they show more coherence or unity

Photograph: Rui Vieira/PA



The principle of continuity predicts the brains preference 

for continuous figures. 

What effect is light and shadow having 

on this scene?

http://psych.fullerton.edu/mbirnbaum/psych101/perception/



CONCAVECONVEX

We are incredible at remembering 
pictures. Hear a piece of information, 
and three days later you'll remember 10 

percent of it. Add a picture and you'll 
remember 65 percent.

HUMANS  
PROCESS IMAGES 
60,0000 x FASTER 

THAN WORDS 



illusion
when visual experience and visual stimuli collide

metamerism

When matching colors look 

different due to a difference in 

illumination or surrounding. 

metamerism



cognitive illusions

ambiguous illusion 



Which yellow line is longer?

distortion illusion 

paradox illusion 

fiction illusion



physiological 
illusions

Look at the + in the middle of the blue figure above for 15-30 

seconds. Then look at the tiny + in the center of the white square

on the right. 

+ +



WARNING 
motion illusion



80%



Cell Dysfunction and DeathCell Dysfunction and Death

Damaged/Distorted DNADamaged/Distorted DNA

Photo Damage Photo Damage 

Insufficient Anti OxidantsInsufficient Anti Oxidants

Photo Oxidative StressPhoto Oxidative Stress

Oxygen Rich RetinaOxygen Rich Retina

High-energy photons High-energy photons 

Photons

Illustration David Herring via NASA

A femtosecond is one millionth of a nanosecond or 10 -15 of a second 



Malgorzata Rozanowskaa, Bartosz Rozanowskib, Michael Boultonc

520nm 630-720nm

Photoreceptor 

Damage

RPE 

Damage

UV and Violet light up to 

440nm

Greater than 

440 nm 

463nm

F o c u s  o n  

P r e v e n t i o n

Sun Damage starts young and is insidious. The 

damage is cumulative and irreparable. 

Source: Sidney Lerman, M.D. Clinical Light Damage to the Eye



Source: Minas Coroneo, M.D. American Journal of Ophthalmology

 Genetics

 Light Eye Color (AMD)

 Dark Eye Color (Cataracts)

 Gender



d i e t

…three times 

more likely to develop AMD 

than non-smokers.

WARNING!!! Smoking is a 

Major Cause of Blindness



blood flow 

 efficient 

transfer of 

nutrients to 

cells

disposal of 

waste products 

from our cell




